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Season Preview

When the 2020 football season opened,
no one knew what to expect. Everyone
is familiar with the challenges and
uncertainties the COVID-19 pandemic
brought to the new school year. In August,
as schools, players, and coaches were
usually getting ready for the upcoming
season, those same groups were
paralyzed. Coaches wanted to play. So did
the players. But what would happen?
With that as a backdrop, it was not
easy to block out the noise and prepare.
Through it all, Coffee head coach Robby
Pruitt and his staff knew that if the
Trojans could just take the field, if they
could find opponents and run out of that
tunnel, they would be successful.
But it wouldn’t be easy. “We had no
spring practice. Everyone was limited. We
were behind the eight ball. It hurt those
teams with new coaches, new systems,
new nomenclatures,” says Coach Pruitt.
“We were proud of our performance last

year. We were better on defense but we
had a really good group.”
Coffee lost just one game to COVID
– but it was a big one. The Trojans didn’t
get to play the regular season finale
against eventual region champion (and
state champion) Warner Robins. The
game didn’t go against Coffee’s record;
the Trojans finished the regular season
with a 7-2 record (2-1 in region play) and
a third-place finish in the region.
Grabbing the third seed meant Coffee
would travel during the post-season. And
travel the Trojans did – all the way to
Cartersville for a semi-final match-up on
a cold North Georgia night in December.
The Trojans had a chance to topple the
mighty Purple Hurricanes but fell short
on their final drive. Coffee’s season ended
with a 24-17 loss a game away from a
chance at a state championship. “It was
awful close. We were three plays away
from the state title game. I’m proud of

how we played on the road. I’d have
really like to have gone farther,” says
Coach Pruitt.
For 2022, the COVID challenges
are still there. But so are 10 returning
starters – five on each side of the ball –
and a lot of players who didn’t start but
saw significant playing time. Most of the
offensive line is back, which will give
senior quarterback (and first-year starter)
Justin Swords the protection he needs to
show what Coffee fans have been waiting
patiently to see for the last couple of
years.
The defense has some holes to fill
but there are several talented players
who have been waiting for their turns to
take the field. There’s a core group of
defensive skill players who are back and
they, along with the hungry newcomers,
will prove to be a formidable unit.
So how will the Trojans look in 2021?
Pretty dang good.
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WE’VE GOT TROJAN PRIDE!
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Let’s start with the most
visible position on the field –
the quarterback. Last season,
the quarterback position
was setting up to be one of
intrigue and maybe even a
little controversy. Senior AJ
Wilkerson was back. While
not a prototypical passer, he
was a dual-threat quarterback who was fearless under
center. Quick, fast, and
elusive, he could do a lot of
things with the ball. Justin
Swords, a 6’3” junior with
a cannon for an arm, was
supposed to give Wilkerson
some competition for the
starting job.
However, Swords tore
ligaments in his throwing
hand during the preseason
scrimmage and wouldn’t be
able to play quarterback for
most of the season. He spent
most of his time as a wide
receiver – and proved to be
a capable wideout. He’s too
good of an athlete; Pruitt and
his staff wanted Swords on
the field in whatever role he
could fill. When Wilkerson

QUARTERBACKS
was shaken up on the final
drive of the semifinal game
in Cartersville, Swords,
whose throwing hand was
healthy by then, came in and
kept the drive alive, completing several key passes.
It was a tantalizing taste
of what was to come.
This year, the job belongs to Swords, who now
stands at 6’4”. “He can run
and throw, and he’s getting better and better,” says
Coach Pruitt. Over the last
three years, the Trojans have
out-athleted opponents from
under center. This year, they
have more of a prototypical
quarterback, a long, rangy
kid with a strong, accurate
arm. The offense will look a
little different with Swords
running the show but it will
be no less potent.
Backing up Swords is
5’8” sophomore Maurice Hansley. It’s going to
be a steep learning curve
for Hansley this season –
Swords will only have one

season before he graduates.
The job will be Hansley’s
next year so he’s got to get
ready in a hurry. And if the
COVID bug hits this season

again, Hansley could find
himself on the field sooner
rather than later. “He’s a
solid player with a good
arm,” says Coach Pruitt.
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OFFENSIVE LINE
The quarterback may be
the most visible player on
the field. The skill players make all the highlight
reels. But as the offensive
line goes, so goes the rest
of the team. It’s the men
in the trenches who set
the tone for the team. An
experienced offensive line
is often a better predictor
of success than an experienced quarterback.
And this year, the Trojans have a strong line returning. Everyone returns
but one. Peyton Adams
Adams (5’11”, 275, senior), Cole Edge (6’2”,

270, senior), and Dane
Rish (5’9”, 240, junior) all
started last year. Luke Lariccia (6’5”, 223, junior)
played a lot last year and
really played well during
the spring and summer
drills. Big BJ Reed (6’3”,
288, junior) started the
season battling a few injuries. Once he gets everything straightened out, he
will be a major contributor
as well. The problem is
depth. “Our line is really
good. We just don’t have
much depth. We’ve got to
stay healthy,” says Coach
Pruitt.

GO TROJANS
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Wide RECEIVERS

Quarterback Justin Swords will have several different weapons from which to choose when he drops
back to pass. We’ve already mentioned Maurice Turner – he is just as likely to catch a pass from Swords
as he is to take a handoff from him. Senior Matthew Adams, a 6’, 200 pound senior, makes for a pretty
large target. So do the Simpson brothers – Zay and Billy. Zay is a 6’3”, 160 pound senior while his
brother, Billy, is a 5’11” junior. All of the running backs as well as the tight ends are also very capable of
catching the ball when needed.
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RUNNING BACKS
The Trojans opened the 2021 campaign with three
primary running backs – a sophomore and two juniors.
Over the past few years, Coffee’s backs have been
small, fast kids (with the exception, of course, of Josiah Killebrew when he pulled double duty as a running
back and defensive lineman). This year, the backs are
bigger and stronger. “We’ve got more size than usual,”
says Coach Pruitt.
The workhorse in the backfield is Antwain McDuffie,
a 5’10”, 185 pound junior. Dreshawn Taylor, a 5’7”,
215 pound junior; and Fred Brown, a 5’6”, 220 pound
sophomore, will also see significant time with the ball
in their hands. The good news for Coffee is that all of
these players will be back next season – bigger, stronger, and better. And they’re already pretty good.
One player who we might as well throw in here is
Maurice Turner, a 5’10”, 180-pound senior who is
listed as a running back and wide receiver. He will play
multiple positions, including taking the snap out of the
Buffalo package (Coffee’s version of the Wildcat) and
returning kick-offs and punts. Turner, who has Division
I offers on the table, could be the Trojans’ most electrifying player. But he is by no means the only weapon
Coffee has – all you have to do is watch McDuffie,
Taylor, and Brown.
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DEFENSIVE LINE

The Coffee defensive line was hit hard due to graduation. There are really just two players returning who
played significant minutes last year – and only one of
those is a starter. Senior Cameron High, the larger of
the High twins, is a 6’, 265 pound wrecking ball who
destroys anyone who tempts fate his way. He was an
anchor on the defensive line last year and proved to be
a game-changer up front. Cameron started the season on
the injured list; coaches opted to leave him on the sidelines a little longer than they had to just to make sure
he was healthy. He’s the kind of player who forces an

offense to change its game plan all by himself. The only
other experienced lineman Coffee has is Alex Alba, a 6’,
255 pound senior. Alba was primarily a back up last year
but saw a lot of playing time. He and Cameron High take
up a lot of space and will lead the defensive line throughout the season. And speaking of taking up space, nose
guard Jahquese Waring takes up more space than anyone.
Just a sophomore, Waring stands nearly six feet tall and
weighs over 300 pounds. He’s turned into an excellent
football player and can himself be a dominating force on
the line.
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LINEBACKERS

The three starters at linebacker are senior Anthony
Gaskin (6’2”, 200), senior Brandon High (6’, 225,
Cameron’s twin), and Tre Landers, a 5’10”, 200 pound
senior. Trojan fans have been hearing their names for
the last couple of years. All three make for an imposing

unit behind the line. Coffee has always been known for
having tough, physical, punishing linebackers and this
trio is no different.
“We’ve got to make sure all three on the field at the
same time,” says Coach Pruitt.
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DEFENSIVE BACKS

The secondary may have been hit harder than the defensive line in terms of players lost to graduation. Almost
all of the secondary is brand new. Brady Skipper, a 5’9”,
165 pound senior, played running back last year. He’s not
the biggest on the field but he’s one of the toughest. He
brings the physicality he developed as a running back into
the secondary. Skipper flies around the field and seems to

know exactly where the ball is. The offense hated to see
him go but their loss is the defense’s gain. Antron Rolax
(senior, 5’9”, 160), Anthony Paulk (senior, 5’9”, 158), Tyriq
Edwards (sophomore, 5’9”, 145), and Emarion Graham
(senior, 5’11”) are also new to the secondary. They aren’t
the biggest or the tallest but they just know how to play.
Despite their inexperience, they will be hard to deal with.
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SPECIAL TEAMS

Last year, the Trojans had a lethal weapon in kicker Noah
Saylor. He gave Coffee a scoring option that they hadn’t
had in a while. He graduated last year, leaving an enormous
void. Who would step in to fill it? Senior Tug Vaughn,
whose father moved into Coffee during the summer to
coach. Vaughn, who played at Fitzgerald last year, has already committed to Army. And now Coffee fans know why.
In the second game of the 2021 season, Vaughn drove a 55yard field goal through the uprights – a new school record.
He also handles kick-offs and punts. Opponents have very
few opportunities to return any kicks – most of Vaughn’s
sail through the end zone. Yes, the Trojan kicking game is in
very good shape.
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TIGHT ENDS

Coffee has some experience at the tight end position. Coach Pruitt and his staff ask a lot of the tight ends and they move
them around quite a bit. Junior Mason Roberts (6’2”, 260) and senior Rhett Robinson (5’11”, 200) will see the lion’s
share of the tight end duties. Johnny Wilcox, a 5’8”, 180 pound junior, will also play tight end as well. He will also play
a little fullback.
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SENIOR TROJANS
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All statistics courtesy of
www.maxpreps.com
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Thank you!

A very special Thank You
is extended to Dawson
Adams Photography
for the
Coffee High School
Trojan pictures!
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